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‘There’s so much work and so many years go by while you are working on
this thing and suddenly you sit down in a dark room and it goes by in 90
minutes and it feels insane’ – Nick Hornby at the recent Berlin film festival
where the movie based on his book, A Long Way Down, was screened

How a life of crime
writing has paid oﬀ
Jamal Mahjoub talks to Ben
East about why coming up
with an alter ego – Parker
Bilal – was the way to find a
new audience via his series
of Cairo-based thrillers
It’s hard to “make it” in the literary
world. Most authors would probably consider it a big achievement
to get published at all, let alone
have a seven-book, 15 year-career
in which they are praised by critics
for “beguiling narratives” and “illuminating statements about the
human condition”.
But those reviews of Jamal Mahjoub’s work were way back in
2006, and dedicated followers of
his were entitled to wonder what
the Sudanese-British author was
up to. The answer, when it came in
2012, was thrilling.
Mahjoub had reinvented himself
as Parker Bilal, beginning a series
of crime novels starring a Sudanese private detective named Ma-
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kana living in pre-September 11
Cairo.
The escapades of Makana were
so compelling, both for readers
and Mahjoub, that he’s already
onto his third tale, The Ghost Runner, out this month.
“People know Parker Bilal better
now, and I don’t have a problem
with that,” he says from his Barcelona home. “But writing under
his name is quite deliberate. By
definition, it references both East
and West, and it allowed me to approach these stories in the same
way, straddling both ‘sides’ and
cultures. After all, my
audience is naturally
going to be largely anglophone, but they’re
reading about the Middle East. Plus, it’s fun to
be two people. Parker is
definitely more optimistic than Jamal.”
There’s also the unspoken suggestion
that Mahjoub can find
a much wider audience writing
crime as Bilal. Not that the Makana series is a cheapening of
his art – far from it. The real joy of
these mysteries is that they delve
deep into the political situation
in Egypt and what Mahjoub calls
the “fascinating mix of ancient
and modern” that he experienced first-hand when his parents
moved to Cairo in the 1990s. Just
like the very best Scandinavian
thrillers from Henning Mankell
and Stieg Larsson, the social and

style
political contexts of his stories
are as important as the crimes
themselves.
“The best crime fiction has always been written with a strong
moral sense, looking at society
from top to bottom,” he agrees.
“So with The Ghost Runner, it’s
women, honour killings and extraordinary rendition which Makana has to work through – issues
which really interested me.”
The Ghost Runner is also the first
Makana book to take place after
September 11, and the third of a
series of 10 books that will take
the detective right up to
the 2011 revolution in
Egypt. Mahjoub admits
that he’s actually apprehensive about reaching
that point too quickly as
“it’s still not exactly clear
what’s going on”.
“If you start at 2001, we’ve
come to the end of an extraordinary decade,” he
adds. “What I want to make
sure people understand from The
Ghost Runner is that, from a Middle Eastern perspective, September 11 happened within a context
of continuing issues rather than
being an unconnected event. Part
of the point of the series is to try to
make English-speaking readers see
things differently.”
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The Ghost Runner (Bloomsbury) is
out now
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A diﬀerent kind of style
Priti Salian speaks to
Langston Hues about
bringing his Modest
Street Fashion
project to Dubai

Basma Kahie,
far left, in
London and
Ruba Zai, left,
in Rotterdam
are two of the
women who
have been
photographed
around the
world by
Langston Hues,
below. Courtesy

Hijabistas in the UAE, take note:
the Detroit-based photographer
Langston Hues will be flying into
Dubai this week as part of a world
tour for a fashion shoot featuring
style-conscious women with a focus
on “modest” attire. The 25-year-old
Hues plans to collate the images
into a book, titled Modest Street
Fashion, which is set for release by
the end of the year.
The young artist has already conducted street shoots in several other cities including Chicago, London, Brussels and Amsterdam.
“My book is not just about Muslim
fashion, but about modest fashion
trends,” says Hues. “It will include
faith-driven fashion designers,
bloggers and a large number of
their followers who dress modestly
but are stylish at the same time.”

Langston Hues

Promoting modest fashion

Literary exhibition from Iraq war aftermath
Jessica Holland speaks to
Hassan Blasim about his
move from film to magical
horror-speckled books
The Finland-based Iraqi filmmaker Hassan Blasim writes short
stories about the Iraq war and its
aftermath, in which magic is intertwined with horror: a
corpse narrates, a secret
club makes knives mystically disappear, assassins
compete to kill in creative
ways.
Two collections of these
stories published in Britain have won major awards, and
work was culled from both these
for his first US book, The Corpse
Exhibition.
Is it important to you that your
work is read by Americans?
What is of importance is for me
to keep on writing. I have been a
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‘I was fairly unpopular in school – I was really nerdy. But there was this whole kind
of idea of Pygmalion ... the idea that fashion can be something transformative was
very important to me’ – the designer Joseph Altuzarra to The Style Report

writer since I was a little boy. Being
published in other languages is a
positive step.
Do people expect you to represent
your entire country?
Some people expect a writer to
have an answer to all questions
around the Iraqi situation. I’ve
attended literature festivals around the world
where people ask questions that would rather
be answered by a politiq&a cal analyst or a historian.
My field of speciality is
literature.
Should publishers be seeking out
more Iraqi work?
Yes. There is a stereotyped concept
in the West about Iraq and the Arab
world. Most people in the West rely
on western media for information
about what goes on in our part of
the world; this is preposterous for
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the advanced societies that they
are.
Do you miss Iraq?
I miss my family and friends. I am
often angry with religious militias
and corrupt political parties [in
Iraq]. It is continuous torment to
see people brutally killed every
day. Finland is a quiet country ...
It might seem like a difficult place
to be at first for an immigrant like
myself; the weather, the language
and the rhythm of life … but, in
time, it grows on you.
How did your time in prison aﬀect
your work?
I have been in and out of prison
several times, not only in Iraq, but
also throughout my clandestine
immigration journey from Iraq to
Europe. During my journey on foot
through Iran, Turkey and Bulgaria,
I saw how cruel the world can be
for clandestine immigrants.

‘

The filmmaker
and author
Hassan Blasim,
who was born
in Iraq. Courtesy

Katja Bohm

As well as your literary website,
Iraq Story, you are putting together an anthology of new Iraqi
writing focused on the future.
Why?
Iraq+100 is a project that my publisher in the UK, Comma Press,
and I came up with. It will be a
new challenge for Iraqi literature,
which lacks diversity at the mo-

Hues’s first tryst with “modest
fashion” was in 2008 when, on his
blog titled Seeking Nearness, he
wrote about creative professionals and their work on lifestyle and
spirituality.
“That was when I realised that
faith, fashion and spirituality could
work together beautifully,” Hues
says. He took the blog offline after a
while, but not before it had attracted several hijabi bloggers and writers who wanted him to photograph
them.
By 2013, Hues decided to put all

ment. Arabic literature, Iraqi literature in particular, is grounded in
realism. It is superficially romantic and poetic. Our project is an attempt to stir things up.

s The Corpse Exhibition (Penguin)

is out now
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I’ve had people
from other faiths
respond to me and
say: “Wow, I really
like it”

Langston Hues photographer

and the West. “Abayas are popular
in the Middle East but uncommon
in the West, where women usually
stick to long shirts over jeans, skinnies or palazzos,” says Hues.

Inspirational work

the extra, unused images into a
book. In September last year, he decided to tour the world for a wider
variety of subjects, and began with a
trip to New York, where he met with
hijabistas and set up his first shoot.
Hues says Dubai, with
its sophisticated blend
of traditional and contemporary, was the first
choice in his quest to
connect with cities in the
Middle East; next on the
list is Kuwait.

Calling out to
fashionistas
Women around the world who want
to be part of his book can contact
Hues through his Facebook and Instagram pages, and he alerts them
when he is in their city. Hues says
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that he shortlists women who cleverly blend ideas from the streets
with their own sense of style.
Besides a collection of images,
Modest Street Fashion will also feature the participants’ views and
opinions on related
fashion trends and
their evolution. What it
will not have is a stern
stance, Hues says, adding: “I’m not here to
change mindsets about
how people should
dress; I’m here solely to
document a trend.”

Collating style trends
Traversing the globe, Hues has experienced great diversity in modest
styles, and credits their popularity
to the social network.

“People dress on the basis of their
environment and the values they
uphold,” he says. “The breed of
modest fashion bloggers is fairly
new but ever evolving.
“Women who chose to cover
themselves were an anomaly a few
years back and, in some cases, criticised. Today, they are reaching out
to like-minded people and have a
massive following throughout the
world.”
Hues has also noticed a difference
in such fashion in the Middle East

The project hasn’t been without
challenges, though. Funding, for
instance, says Hues, has been “difficult, but there’s a lot of love and
support”. But the response that
he’s received from the non-Muslim
community has been surprising,
Hues says.
“I’ve had people from other faiths
respond to me and say: ‘Wow, I really like it; the styles make me want to
dress in this manner.’ Which made
me realise that no matter which religion you follow, if you find modest
dressing inspirational, it will work
for you.”
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Langston Hues will be in Dubai
on his fashion shoot between
Wednesday and Friday. To sign up,
contact him on thelangstonhues@
gmail.com, www.facebook.com/
ModestStreetFashion or www.
instagram.com/langstonhues
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